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About This Game

This is the prologue of Emmerholt - an upcoming open world, magic wielding, story driven, adventure game for the HTC Vive,
and Oculus Touch. Currently in development by Oneiric Entertainment!

In this prologue follow along the journey of Eli, a young man whom has lived a peaceful life with his friends on a small island
off the coast of the mainland. On this night however, something strange takes place on the island that would change Eli's fate

forever.

This free demo is meant to act as a prologue for the upcoming game Emmerholt. We are releasing this to get feedback and to
see what the community thinks about our locomotion mechanics, gameplay, and story.

Full Version Coming in late 2017:
Emmerholt will be a free-roaming adventure game with numerous side quests and missions. Bustling cities and towns exist there

with a diverse set of factions to encounter. The game will be story focused with emotional well written quests and a talented
pool of voice actors. Unlock powerful magic which can be used at will during and outside of combat. Use the intuitive

horseback riding mechanic to travel across the world.
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emmerholt prologue

I was expecting PC version of Darkstone that I remembered from years ago and my expectations were satisfied entirely. For
slightly over 1 euro it was definitely worth it.
I'll be surely spending more time playing it in future.

It's a fine RPG/H&S with some unique ideas that I haven't seen in other games I played. However, I don't think I'd recommend
Darkstone to somebody who never heard of it before, and values graphics over gameplay, for Darkstone is quite old and they
didn't do anything to improve the visuals (not that I mind it myself).
If you're one of those, who played Darkstone, and feel nostalgic, you should definitely go for it.

That would be it in terms of my "review"/opinion of Darkstone.
. it is terribly, controls are misrable, there is no locomotion and it is designed for the use of a "pp gun". Very minimalistic in its
design and execution, but surprisingly effective at what it does. In spite of its simplicity (pretty much across the board -
mechanics, story, characters, setting), it never was boring, and didn't outstay its welcome.

At times it has a very specific vibe that I really enjoyed. Like a sci fi story that focuses more on the psychology and interaction
between its characters, with an alien world acting as a backdrop and a source of danger and weirdness. Think Solaris, maybe.

Mechanically its very basic - a mix of point & click adventure with RPG-like elements. Expect a lot of walking and some fetch
quests; it's not tedious or grindy though. There is dialog to read through, but not too much; typical conversation is just a few
sentences long with some occasional choices here and there.

I only played through it once, but it seems like there is quite a bit of replay value. First time isn't really about making informed
decisions (and there is a decent amount of decisions to make), but rather about role playing and exploration.. I like what they've
tried to do and how they've tried to do it, and wish more developers would start with the story and let that inform everything
else. It is well written and well told.
However, in good conscience, I can't recommend this game because the puzzles, a fundemental part of what this game is trying
to do, don't work. Some are obtuse; some are illogical; one is actually broken. The playtesting either wasn't done properly or the
developers didn't fix the issues raised. You can technically complete the game without attempting the puzzles, but that's like
listening to a radio on mute.
If the developers can improve in that area, everything else was of a high quality, and I have high hopes for their future output..
Great Game, Bad Engine. A great VN if your into Rom-comedy...Especially the comedy part
Even side heroines have routes... DONT BUY!! You'll get it for ingame steep credits if you want. DO NOT WASTE ANY
MONEY ON THIS!!!!. This would be really cool IF IT WORKED!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

EVERY TIME I TRY TO SAVE A CUSTOM BUILT SHIP DESIGN IT CRASHES THE DAMN GAME.

PLAYED GAL CIV III since early access, never crashed before, not once. Now with this DLC it crashes every time I try to save
a custom designed ship runing no mods, just vanilla and DLC.

Garbage.. That's a nooice game boi. 10\/10. This game has its ups and downs. It is definitely a good concept for a game and the
uniqueness of it makes it very interesting. but the mechanics of the game need a lot of work. it can be glitchy from time to time.
the teleportation mechanic is very weird because it makes you choose which direction you want to face after teleporting and can
be disorienting. its a kind of fun game but needs quite a bit of improvement
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Dont WASTE UR MONEY The Frame Rate Is Bad And Also The Quality And The Audio. There is not really enough here to
form any kind of recommendation, positive or negative. Anyone buying should be well aware of what it is, and that what they
are actually doing is supporting the developer in the (probably vain, given the months of no updates) hope for continued
development.

Start with the positives: this general type of thing is something I'm always glad to see (and surprised at the lack of) in VR.
Abstract 'adventure game' experiences piling on interactive vignettes with more regard to conveying tone and mood than any
actual narrative. Some particular little bits were cool, and I'd like to see more of them - I'd like to see more in general.

Negatives: lack of clarity in what is happening. I understand 100% that is 'the point', but eg. unlabelled generic buttons with
unclear effects, random props of no apparent purpose in otherwise relatively spartan scenes. There were multiple later scenes
which I 'solved' by some total mystery, with the seemingly-intuitive interactions not actually working.

There is not really enough here to form any kind of recommendation, positive or negative, and so I will default to 'positive' .
Anyone buying should be well aware of what it is, and that what they are actually doing is supporting the developer.

Constructive criticism for the developer: disable locomotion altogether if adequate space is detected, to prevent the player
messing up the alignment, and give some constant subtle indication of the play area bounds in the virtual space. Drop the weird
proprietary chaperone (unless there was some point to it I missed).. It looks like a flash game but it's actually awesome. I'm glad
I purchased this in the Steam Sale for less than 50p.
Brings back many memories of my Amiga days...
Just got a new 144Hz monitor too!
Chip's Challenge with Gsync mode is the way forwards.
Smooth as... ;op
. This DLC deserves its 100% positive. Garbage Bin game. The devs probably made this to make a quick buck off of it. Not
worth the money at all. Stay away.

I cannot recommend this game unless the devs add more intuitive controls, a better UI(it looks like an old Ps1 game), more
game modes, etc.

Don't buy this even on sale.. This game is hard to review, I would give it a meh\/10 if I could as its very strong in some areas and
completly misses the mark in others.

Its a space combat game, so no rpg elements here which for me is a great thing. The fact that this works well with a xbox
controler is also a strong plus.

Interesting combat, with lots of different missons and objectives. and the Damage model is awesome how you can get cracked
displays and your guns become damaged.

Gameplay is like a solid 8\/10 and well worth your time.

The negatives are the visuals, everything has this low resolution texture feel, with explosions looking particually poor which is
contrasted with the amazing cockpit designs.

Also for some reason that I cant quite work out the story is told with these really wooden manga\/visual novel style anime stills
which look very out of place and really dont gel with the rest of the visual theme.

I picked this up in the summer sale for \u00a33.59 and at that price its worth your time if you like things like starlancer or wing
commander.

Its a little rough around the edges but the actual gameplay is solid. The dev's also kindly added a demo so because its a little
rough I would try before you buy.

7\/10. I Love this game but i absolutely wish it was online multiplayer. It makes me sad I cant play with my lover who is in a
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different space time. They gotta be my lover in an appartment on a couch. This game is like some sort of cross between the
mobile game "Out there" and the VR darling "Job Simulator" - if Job Simulator had a hardcore version which was all serious
like.

I really liked Out There, it's one of my favorite mobile games. That's why I was really excited to play this game. At the same
time, somehow I am just not digging Far Beyond and I didn't find it that fun. I guess just wasn't for me.

Pros:
-The graphics are decent
-It's unique

Cons:
-Unintuitive interface (It's not that bad but no other vive game that I know uses an interface like it)
-Perhaps I didn't give it a long enough chance, but I don't there there are random/special events. Would be nice if you could
stumble upon salvage, or an empty space station with blueprints, etc
-Lots of "clicking"... sometimes I just want to build something and get a replacement part, but I have to fiddle around clicking
on a virtual screen, then sit around waiting for my order, which gives me too much time to contemplate why my technologically
advanced friends who built this spaceship for me couldn't have added an option that would just tell me how many ore I would
lose to build the replacement/upgrade part, instead of me having to do all the nitty gritty VR clicking

Goes both ways:
-Game mechanic is for a specific niche of player. Good or bad depending which group you fall into

Minor gripes:
-There are many translation inaccuracies
-Tutorial was difficult to understand
-Lots of reading/looking closely at things in VR
-If my technologically advanced race could make a freaking hyperdrive and an AI - I think they would have also given the AI
hands so that it could fix things for me :)
-This advanced race would also realize that it makes much more sense to manufacture a single probe that does both the scanning
and drilling. Just sayin' :)
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